Germ-line alterations in MSR1 gene and prostate cancer risk.
The MSR1 gene maps to 8p22-23, a novel susceptibility locus for hereditary prostate cancer (HPC). Mutations in MSR1 have been reported to associate with prostate cancer (PRCA) risk. Here we report a follow-up study from Finland to evaluate the association between PRCA and MSR1 gene. The youngest affected patient from each of 120 HPC families was initially used for the screening of MSR1 mutations by single-strand conformational polymorphism analysis. Selected variants of MSR1 gene were then screened in 537 unselected PRCA cases and in 480 controls. Among 120 HPC families, five MSR1 sequence variants were identified. The carrier frequencies of the R293X, P275A, and -14743A>G variants were compared between the probands with HPC, unselected PRCA cases, and healthy male blood donors. No significant differences were observed. The odds ratios for R293X, P275A, and -14743A>G mutations were also calculated to estimate the PRCA risk. No significantly elevated or lowered risks for PRCA among these three variants were detected. However, the mean age at diagnosis of the R293X mutation carriers among HPC probands was significantly lower compared with noncarriers (55.4 versus 65.4 years; t test, P = 0.04). The same trend was observed among unselected PRCA cases (65.7 versus 68.7 years; t test, P = 0.37). Our results do not support a major role for the MSR1 gene in the causation of hereditary or unselected PRCAs but suggest a possible modifying role in cancer predisposition.